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ABSTRACT: A novel thickening equipment known as a wide neck thickener (WNT) was
designed to solve the problem of depending only on gravity settlement of the thickener.
The computational fluid dynamics method with the Reynolds stress and the volume of fluid
models and the particle image velocimetry experimental method were both applied to
investigate the pressure and velocity variation and turbulent characteristics of the WNT
under different parameter settings. The results indicate that experiments and simulations
are consistent. Under four parameter settings, the axial and tangential velocities decrease to
the minimum and then increase from the wall to the center. Under different feed velocity,
cone angle, and spigot diameter settings, turbulent kinetic energy k and intensity I decrease
from the cylinder to the cone and from the wall to the center; the max k and I correspond
to the area near the inlet followed by the cylinder, and k and I in the cone are the smallest.
When the classification overflow outlet (COO) diameter is 200 mm, k and I increase
rapidly, the max k and I are transferred from near the inlet to near the cylinder wall at the
COO, and the k and I near the wall decrease significantly.

■ INTRODUCTION
Thickeners are important units for water recovery1 in which
particles settle under gravity to achieve solid−liquid separa-
tion.2−4 This process has been widely used in many industries,
such as wastewater treatment, metallurgy plants, and mineral
processing.5−10 Fine minerals have low settling rates,11 and, in
order to effect faster settling, a flocculant is often added to the
feed slurry and mixed to bind dispersed fine particles into larger
aggregates,12−16 this produces a clear liquor overflow and a
concentrated underflow suspension of solids.17 These sus-
pended solids are discharged from the bottom while the clarified
liquid is collected at the peripheral overflow for reuse or further
purification.1,2 However, thickeners cannot cope with the
increasing number of fine minerals in the feed ore,18 and
researchers have studied the influence of various parameters on
thickener performance. At the same time, due to the complexity
of turbulence in the thickener, the computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) method is considered as a valuable means of flow field
simulation and an invaluable tool to achieve better performance
of thickeners.9,19

Ebrahimzadeh et al.1,20 simulated a semi-industrial pilot plant
thickener based on the CFD method to evaluate the effect of
important parameters on thickener performance. Burger et al.1

predicted the performance of a series of designed feedwells, and
determined the effects of the turbulence levels, flocculent type,
and dosage on the flocculation kinetics in a pipe reactor based on
CFD modeling. Then Kahane et al.13 applied CFD modeling to
improve the full-scale thickener performance at Worsley
Alumina Limited (Collie, WA, Australia).White et al.9 predicted

the velocity fields by calculating the fluid flow in model feedwells
based on the Reynolds stress model (RSM)model. Wang et al.21

used CFD based on the RSM turbulence model to simulate the
thickening process of tailings slurry in a gravity thickener,
focusing on the influence of feed velocity, and the results implied
that increasing the feed velocity can enhance kinetic energy
dissipation performance within a certain range of feed velocity.
Peloquin et al.22 studied the influence of average particle size,
feed flow rate, and inlet diameter on the flow pattern in a smaller
diameter bauxite residue thickener based on CFD. Wu et al.23

studied the flocculation sedimentation and concentration
characteristics of a deep cone concentrator by CFD, and
analyzed the effects of rake speed, feed velocity, and tailings
slurry concentration on concentration performance. Ruan et
al.24 used CFD to simulate the flocculation and sedimentation
process of whole-tailings in a deep cone thickener, and the
density distribution and turbulent kinetic energy distribution
were obtained. Zhou et al.25 used CFD to acquire the flow
patterns and velocity and concentration fields to investigate the
settling behavior of red mud in an industrial scale thickener.
Banisi et al.26 established a model using CFD and studied the
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performance of the thickener by utilizing a feeding system that
effectively dissipated the energy of the feed stream, as well as the
way of adding flocculants in stages. Aashranth et al.27 used CFD
to simulate the disengagement process and predict the solid
phase volume fraction at different heights of the continuous
thickener. Zhou et al.28 used CFD to obtain the residence-time
distribution and compartment model to study the flow
characteristics of red mud separation thickener’s feedwells.
Tanguay et al.29 used CFD to study the influence of the
flocculation process on the flow field and the effects of the
internal aggregate structure on the flocculation performance of
the feedwell. The research of Fawell et al.30 indicated that CFD
can be used to identify changes in design elements or operating
conditions of the thickener to improve the performance of its
feedwell. Wang et al.31 used CFD to investigate the momentum
and turbulent dissipation rate of the feedwell at various feed
velocities, and discussed the influence of flow characteristics on
flocculation performance. Stephens et al.32 discussed and
demonstrated the application of CFD models for flocculant
adsorption in an industrial thickener. Owen et al.33 studied the
effects of inlet direction and velocity on the solid−liquid

separation of tailings slurry in a gravity thickener by using
feedwell CFD.
Although many achievements have been made in the research

of thickener performance, most current studies are based on the
central feeding mode of traditional thickeners, and minerals in
thickeners depend only on gravity settlement and the settling
speed is slow. Changing the feeding mode to realize the
combination of classification and settlement has not been
considered. Therefore, a novel thickening mechanism known as
wide neck thickener (WNT) was proposed in this study, and a
tangential centrifugal force was introduced. WNT integrates
classification and thickening sedimentation to reduce the
sedimentation area of the equipment and improve the efficiency
of classification and thickening sedimentation. The parameters
affecting the performance of thickeners include feed flow rate,
feed solid concentration, particle size, and flocculant dosage.34

At the same time, due to the similarity between the geometric
structure of the classification process and the traditional
hydrocyclone, the main structural parameters include overflow
outlet diameter,35 cone angle, and underflow outlet diameter.36

Combined with the influencing parameters of thickener and
hydrocyclone, four parameters (feed velocity, classification

Figure 1. Schematic and parameters of the WNT.
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overflow outlet (COO) diameter, cone angle, and spigot
diameter) were studied in this paper to provide the basis for
WNT design. Added to this, Wang and Yu,37 Xu,36 and Zhang et
al.38 studied the hydrocyclone dimension effects on amultiphase
flow with the RSM turbulence and volume of fluid (VOF)
multiphase models in CFD. Therefore, the CFD method with
RSM turbulence and VOF multiphase models was used in this
study.
The fluid flow characteristics of WNT have a crucial impact

on classification. Aiming to verify the reliability of the simulation
results, particle image velocimetry (PIV) test was also performed
to explore the fluid flow of WNT. Therefore, the study adopts
the research method of combining physical experiments and
numerical simulations to explore the fluid flow of WNT. The
objectives of the present work can be described as follows:

(1) Describe the development process and velocity distribu-
tion of the flow field in the WNT under different
parameter settings via the simulation and PIV experiment
methods.

(2) Analyze the turbulent kinetic energy k, intensity I, and
dissipation rate ε to obtain the turbulent characteristics.

■ METHODOLOGY
WNT. The schematic and parameters as shown in Figure 1

have been used for the studies of the performance characteristics
of WNT. The WNT includes classification and thickening
processes. The classification process includes a tangential feed
inlet, a classification underflow outlet (CUO) at the bottom for
discharging coarse minerals, and a COO at the top for
discharging fine minerals. The collection tank is closed at the
top of the WNT. When minerals enter the WNT along the
tangential inlet at a speed, minerals rotate outward along the wall
of the cylindrical section to the conical section under the joint
action of centrifugal force, gravity, and resistance. In the conical
section, some fine minerals are separated from the external swirl
by the inward drag force and rotated upward to form

classification overflow, and other minerals flow out from the
CUO. In the thickening process, a flocculant is added from the
top of the collection tank and mixed with the classification
overflow collected in the collection tank. Then the flocculated
minerals are discharged from the thickening underflow outlet,
and the clarified liquid is discharged from the thickening
overflow outlet. This paper mainly studies the classification
process of the WNT.
In traditional thickeners, minerals are flocculated and settled

by adding flocculants. Minerals with different particle sizes have
different flocculation and sedimentation effects, and the use
effect of flocculants cannot be guaranteed. However, the WNT
can first realize the classification settlement of minerals, larger
minerals flow out from the CUO, and most fine minerals flow
out from the COO, avoiding the mixed settlement of multiple
mineral sizes. The fine minerals flowing out from the COO can
achieve flocculation settlement by adding flocculants, which is
beneficial to improving the utilization efficiency of flocculants.
At the same time, the turbulent intensity at the COO is large,
and after adding the flocculant, the flocculant is mixed with the
fine minerals without stirring.
Experimental Apparatus. The equipment shown in Figure

1 mainly includes a feed tank of 0.18 m3, a variable pump of 0−
30 m3/h, a frequency converter of 0−50 Hz, and a WNT. The
feed pressure and mass flow are measured by a manometer and a
flowmeter, respectively. A section of the optical compensation
box under the inlet in theWNT is filled with water to weaken the
light refraction from the cylindrical column. Both the WNT and
the optical compensation box are made of Plexiglas with
excellent optical transparency. The principle of PIV measure-
ment is shown in Figure 2.
The experimental procedure of PIV measurement in the

WNT can be described as follows. First, a high-definition camera
(type: ICL-B2520M-SC000, IMPERX) was placed at 0.265m in
front of the optical compensation box, and then the lens was
focused on the WNT (see the red dotted rectangle in Figure 2)
for clear camera shooting. The camera was equipped with a

Figure 2. Principle of PIV measurement.
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Nikon 50 mm f/1.8 lens for a resolution of 2456 × 2058 pixels
and a max exposure frequency of 20 Hz. Afterward, deionized
water can flow from the inlet to the WNT. In this study, the feed
velocity was 2m/s for comparison with the numerical simulation
under the same feed velocity. Meanwhile, the classification
underflow and the classification overflow were obtained. Finally,
the evolution process of the flow field in the WNT can be
recorded by the camera.
Structured Grid. The flow field geometric model of the

WNTwas established through the geometry function module of
Integrated Computational Engineering andManufacturing 2019
(ICEM 19.0), the flow field was divided into structured grids,
and the corresponding mesh files were generated (see Figure 1).
The grid independence test is a necessary part of CFD

simulation. Here, additional simulation conditions were kept
unadjusted, and the simulated flow field had different grid
numbers. These discrete results were then compared and
analyzed for changes occurring under different grid densities. If
the simulation results do not alter with the number of grids or
change very little, it can be considered that the simulation grid is
independent. The CFD results of three different grid structure
densities of WNT were compared. The information in Table 1

illustrates three grid densities, and adopts the minimum of
determination and maximum of cell skewness as average indices
of grid quality. Their values are less than 0.8 and greater than 0.7,
respectively.
Numerical Model. In this study, the size of the WNT

assembly in CFD simulation is consistent with that in the
experiment (Figure 1). The combination of the VOF39 and the
RSM40,41 was used to describe the fluid flow in the WNT. The
VOF model serves to characterize the liquid−gas two-phase
fluid using water and air in the WNT, as shown in eqs 1−3.
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where αq indicates the volume fraction of phase q in the
computing cell;mpq•(mqp•) is themass transfer from phase p(q)
to phase q (p); u⃗q and v ⃗ represent the velocity vectors (m/s); ρq
is the density of phase q; ∇ is the Hamiltonian; p is the fluid
pressure, and F⃗ denotes the Saffman lift force, virtual mass force,
and pressure gradient force.
The control equations of the RSM turbulence model40 are as

follows.
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where the subscript i, j, and kmean the x, y, and z components in
the Cartesian coordinate system, respectively; u̅i and ui′
represent the mean velocity component (m/s) and fluctuation
velocity component (m/s), respectively; xi, xj, and xk are the
fluid position (m); ρ is the density (kg/m3). DT, ij represents
turbulent diffusion term; Pij stands for the pressure generation
term;Φij denotes the pressure strain term and εijis the dissipative
term.
In addition, the standard wall function40 was employed to

model the velocity in the near-wall region, and the computing
formula is shown in eq 8:
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where kP is the turbulent kinetic energy at the wall-adjacent cell
centroid of P; yp is the distance from the centroid of the wall-
adjacent cell to the wall of P, and μ is the dynamic viscosity (N.s/
m2), UP represents the mean velocity of the fluid at the wall-
adjacent cell centroid of P, and τw is the wall shear stress.
The flow pattern of the flow field is judged by the Reynolds

number of fluid (Ref),
42 as shown in eq 9.

=Re
d u

f
f f f

(9)

where df is the characteristic length of the flow field (m), i.e., the
hydraulic diameter of the inlet. ρf is the fluid density (kg/m3), uf
represents the characteristic velocity of fluid (m/s), that is, the
feed velocity. μ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid (N·s/m2).
The commonly used parameters to characterize fluid

turbulent performance are turbulent intensity I (%), turbulent
kinetic energy k (m2/s2), and turbulent dissipation rate ε (m2/

Table 1. Grid Information of the Flow Field Model

structured grid density

fine medium coarse

total elements 985,068 494,720 248,107
minimum of determination 0.8 0.8 0.7
maximum of cell skewness 0.8 0.8 0.8
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s3), and their calculation formulas are shown in eqs 10−12,
respectively. I less than 1% is low turbulent intensity, 1∼10% is
medium turbulent intensity, and greater than 10% is high
turbulent intensity.29
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Figure 3. Comparison of numerical simulation velocity under different grid conditions (A) z = 180 mm, (B) z = 0 mm, (C) z = −180 mm, (a) axial
velocity, (b) tangential velocity, and (c) radial velocity).

Figure 4. Velocity distribution and split ratio between experiment and simulation ((a) axial velocity, (b) radial velocity, and (c) split ratio).
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In the CFD simulation of the WNT, the velocity inlet and
pressure outlet were adopted as boundary types of feed entrance
and product exits, respectively. The feed velocity was 2 m/s,
while the pressure out was equal to 1 standard atmospheric
pressure. The characteristic size of the inlet is the hydraulic
diameter. The SIMPLEC scheme based on the pressure−
velocity coupling algorithm was chosen as the solution method.
The air volume fraction of 1 in all zones was initialized based on
the standard initialization. The size and number of time steps
were 0.001 and 20,000, respectively. The max iteration step in
each time step was 20. The residual criteria for the convergence
are set to 1.0 × 10−8 for all cases.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Validation. Grid Independence Test. In order to minimize

the uncertainty of input factors, in the numerical simulation,
except for the above three kinds of grids, the other conditions
(such as the feed velocity of 2 m/s) remained unchanged. The
RSM turbulence model and second order precision solver were
selected.
Figure 3 displays the distribution of fluid flow velocity: (a)

axial velocity, (b) tangential velocity, and (c) radial velocity on
different radii at different vertical heights (A) z = 180 mm
(cylinder), (B) z = 0mm (the interface between the cylinder and
the cone), and (C) z =−180mm (cone) in the y = 0 plane of the

WNT under three grid specifications. Among them, the radial
position was normalized, defined the current radial coordinate
(r/R) as the radial radius position (r) divided by the cylindrical
radius (R) of the WNT, and the value range of r/R is −1 to 1.
Figure 3 clearly shows that when the grid densities are kept at

the fine and medium levels, the velocity distribution of the flow
field is very close, and no obvious differences are evident.
Conversely, when the grid level drops to coarse, the simulation
results show an obvious difference, and this means that fine and
medium grid densities can obtain grid independent solutions. In
order to ensure the reliability of the simulation results, the fine
density grid is employed in the subsequent numerical simulation
of the flow field.
Model Validation. The development process of the WNT

flow field was investigated by combining the simulation and
experiment methods. The flow field photographed by PIV was

Figure 5. Static pressure and velocity vector distribution of WNT in z = 180 mm under different feed velocities ((a) static pressure, (b) axial velocity,
(c) tangential velocity, and (d) radial velocity).

Figure 6. Reynolds number of fluid under different feed velocities.
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analyzed from the aspects of axial and radial velocities and then
compared with the simulation results to verify the reliability of
the numerical model. The details are shown in Figure 4a,b, while
the experimental and simulated split ratios of classification
overflow and underflow are shown in Figure 4c. The feed
velocity was controlled at 2 m/s, and then the WNT was run for
approximately 30 min to ensure stable system operation. Then,
three sets of samples (feed, classification underflow, and
classification overflow) were taken in five-minute intervals (at
30, 35, and 40 min) to obtain the representative samples.
The radial position was normalized, defined the current radial

coordinate (r/R) as the radial radius position (r) divided by the
cylindrical radius (R) of the WNT, and the value range of r/R is
−1 to 1.

As shown in Figure 4a,b, the axial and radial velocity
distributions and split ratios of the CFD model used do not
completely coincide with the experimental results. However, the
deviation is reasonable in consideration of the experimental
error and the model uncertainty. Overall, numerical simulation
prediction results are in good agreement with the experimental
data, indicating that the proposed model can describe the
distribution characteristics of the WNT flow field. Figure 4c
shows the high accuracy of the proposed model for WNT flow
field simulation.
Flow Field Characteristics. The static pressure (measured

by a manometer) and velocity vector distribution in z = 180 mm
(taking the central position of camera in the PIV experiment as
an example) under different feed velocities, COO diameters,

Figure 7. Turbulent kinetic energy k distribution under different feed velocities ((a) 0.6 m/s, (b) 2 m/s, and (c) 5 m/s).

Figure 8. Turbulent intensity I distribution under different feed velocities ((a) 1 m/s, (b) 1.5 m/s, (c) 2 m/s, and (d) 2.5 m/s).
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cone angles, and spigot diameters were analyzed to obtain the
pressure and velocity variation characteristics of the flow field.
The turbulent kinetic energy k, turbulent intensity I, and
turbulent dissipation rate ε under different parameter settings
were analyzed to obtain turbulent flow characteristics and
provide a reference for the optimization of parameters.
Effect of Feed Velocity on the Flow Field.The feed velocities

were selected to be in the range of 0.6−5 m/s (0.6, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5,
3, and 5m/s) to ensure a wide practical coverage. When the feed
velocity was less than 0.6 m/s, the flow through the COO was
extremely small.
Figure 5 refers to the static pressure and velocity vector

distribution of WNT in z = 180 mm under different feed
velocities: (a) static pressure, (b) axial velocity, (c) tangential
velocity, and (d) radial velocity.
Figure 5a shows the rise in static pressure in the flow field with

the increase in feed velocity. The fluid passing at the same time
increases with the increase in feed velocity, i.e., the feed pressure
increases, and the tangential force of the inlet rises. Moreover,
the fluid movement is accelerated. As shown in Figure 5b, the
velocity decreases and then increases from the wall to the center,
and the axial velocity magnitude increases with the increase in
feed velocity. Meanwhile, Figure 5c shows that the tangential
velocity decreases to the minimum at a radial position and then
increases with the rise in radial distance, and the tangential
velocity decreases with the increase in feed velocity. As
illustrated in Figure 5d, the radial velocity decreases to a peak
and then increases with the extension of the radius from the wall
to the center, and the radial velocity decreases with the increase
in feed velocity. The radial velocity magnitude is much smaller
than the axial and tangential velocities.

Figure 6 depicts a significant rise in Ref of the WNT with the
increase in feed velocity. Its order of magnitude is 105∼106,
indicating a turbulent flow in the WNT. Figure 7 presents the
kinetic energy distribution. Low (0.6 m/s), medium (2 m/s),
and high (5 m/s) feed velocities were chosen to ensure a wide
coverage range.
As illustrated in Figure 7, with the rise in feed velocity, the

turbulent kinetic energy k significantly increases, and decreases
from the cylinder to the cone and from the wall to the center.
The max k corresponds to the area near the inlet of the cylinder.
The fluid flow in the cylinder represents the turbulent
development period, while the turbulent flow in the cone can
be regarded as the turbulent decay region.
The turbulent intensity I distribution is shown in Figure 8.

Medium (1 and 1.5 m/s) and high (2.5 and 3 m/s) feed
velocities were chosen for the analysis of turbulent intensity
distribution. Figure 9 shows the turbulent dissipation rate ε
under different feed velocities.
Figure 8 also shows that the turbulent intensity I increases

significantly with the rise in feed velocity. When the feed velocity
is less than or equal to 1 m/s, I is 0% to 10%, and the WNT has
low and medium turbulence. When the feed velocity is greater
than 1 m/s and less than or equal to 2 m/s, all turbulence types
(low, medium, and high turbulence) coexist in the WNT. When
the feed velocity is greater than 2 m/s, the turbulence in the
WNT is medium and high. I decreases from the cylinder to the
cone, and it gradually decreases from the wall to the center. The
max I represents the area near the inlet in the cylinder followed
by the cylinder, whereas the turbulent intensity in the cone is the
lowest. Figure 9 shows the significant increase in turbulent
dissipation rate ε with the rise in feed velocity. This trend
indicates increasing turbulent kinetic energy loss of the fluid per
unit time.
Effect of COO Diameter on the Flow Field. Aiming to

investigate the flow field characteristics when the COOdiameter
is greater than the CUO diameter, a COO diameter in the range
of 120∼200 mm was selected in this study (i.e., Ø120, Ø140,
Ø160, Ø180, and Ø200 mm).
Figure 10 shows the static pressure and velocity vector

distribution of the WNT in z = 180 mm under different COO
diameters: (a) static pressure (b) axial velocity, and (c)
tangential velocity. Figure 10a shows the decrease in static
pressure in the flow field with the increase in COO diameter.
This trend can be explained by the gradually increasing contact
area between COO and air as the COO diameter increases,
resulting in the gradual decrease in internal-external pressure
difference in the WNT. Meanwhile, as shown in Figure 10b, the
axial velocity decreases to the minimum from the wall to the

Figure 9. Turbulent dissipation rate ε distribution under different feed
velocities.

Figure 10. Static pressure and velocity vector distribution of the WNT in z = 180 mm under different COO diameters ((a) static pressure, (b) axial
velocity, and (c) tangential velocity).
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center, and then it increases. The max axial velocity decreases
and the minimum axial velocity increases with the increase in
COO diameter. Furthermore, the pressure in the WNT
decreases, and the force on the fluid decreases. These
phenomena slow down the rising moving speed of the fluid,
and more fluid starts to flow out from CUO. Figure 10c shows a
similar distribution trend of tangential velocity under different
COO diameter settings. As the radial distance increases, the
tangential velocity gradually decreases to the minimum and then
increases, in other words, the min tangential velocity increases
with the rise in COO diameter. The WNT eventually acquires

large axial and tangential velocities, which can guarantee the full
movement of the fluid in the WNT.
Figures 11, 12, and 13 show the turbulent kinetic energy k,

intensity I, and dissipation rate ε under different COO diameter
settlings, respectively. Figures 11 and 12 show the rise in
turbulent kinetic energy k and turbulent intensity I with the
increase in COO diameter. The variation ranges of k and I are
extremely small, from Ø120 to Ø180 mm. k and I gradually
decrease from the cylinder to the cone and the wall to the center.
The max k and I represent the area near the inlet followed by the
cylinder, whereas the min k and I represent the cone. However,
when the COO diameter is 200 mm, k and I increase rapidly. At
this phase, the contact surface between the COO and air can
reach the maximum, and strong turbulent movement occurs
near the cylinder wall at the COO. The max k and I are
transferred from near the inlet to near the cylinder wall at the
COO, the k and I gradually decrease from the wall to the center,
and the turbulent kinetic energy and intensity near the wall
decrease significantly. Figure 12c shows that low, medium, and
high turbulence coexist in the WNT.
Figure 13 shows that the turbulent dissipation rate ε decreases

with the increase in the COO diameter. The contact surface
between the COO and the air increases gradually, the internal
and external pressure difference in the WNT decreases with the
increase in the COO diameter, as a result, the turbulent
dissipation rate ε decreases and the turbulent kinetic energy loss
of the fluid per unit time decreases. When the COO diameter is
Ø200 mm, the max k and I are near the COO, and the turbulent

Figure 11. Turbulent kinetic energy k distribution under different COO diameters ((a) Ø140 mm, (b) Ø200 mm, and (c) k distribution).

Figure 12. Turbulent intensity I distribution under different COO diameters ((a) Ø140 mm, (b) Ø200 mm, and (c) I distribution).

Figure 13.Turbulent dissipation rate ε under different COOdiameters.
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kinetic energy and intensity near the wall decrease significantly,
resulting in the decrease in the turbulent dissipation rate.
Effect of Cone Angle on the Flow Field. Aimed at further

investigating the influence of cone angle on the flow field, a wide
range of cone angles (15°∼40°, in particular, 15°, 20°, 25°, 30°,
35°, and 40°) was investigated in this study.
Figure 14 shows the static pressure and velocity vector

distribution of the WNT in z = 180 mm under different cone
angles: (a) static pressure (b) axial velocity, and (c) tangential
velocity.

Figure 14a shows the rise in static pressure with the increase in
the cone angle. The conical height gradually decreases with the
increase in the cone angle, the fluid inWNT is squeezed, and the
pressure on the fluid increases. Figure 14b shows the
symmetrically distributed axial velocity of the flow field. The
velocity decreases and then increases from the wall to the center.
The max axial velocity decreases and the min axial velocity
increases with the increase in cone angle, i.e., the height of the
cone section decreases with the increase in cone angle, the
motion space and time of the fluid both decrease, and the
velocity magnitude of the fluid in z direction decreases.

Figure 14. Static pressure and velocity vector distribution of WNT in z = 180 mm under different cone angles ((a) static pressure, (b) axial velocity,
and (c) tangential velocity).

Figure 15. Turbulent kinetic energy k distribution under different cone angles ((a) 40°, (b) k distribution).

Figure 16. Turbulent intensity I distribution under different cone angles ((a) 40°, (b) I distribution).
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Meanwhile, as shown in Figure 14c, the tangential velocity
gradually decreases to the minimum at the radial position and
then increases. The change in cone angle has negligible effect on
tangential velocity.
By taking 40° as an example, Figures 15 and 16 show the

distribution laws of turbulent kinetic energy k and intensity I in
combination with the distribution curve. Figure 17 shows the
turbulent dissipation rate ε under different cone angles.
Figures 15 and 16 show the increase in turbulent kinetic

energy k and intensity I with the increase in cone angle. The
variation ranges of k and I are extremely small. k and I gradually
decrease from the cylinder to the cone and from the wall to the
center. Themax k and I represent the area near the inlet followed
by the cylinder, while the min k and I represent the cone.
Figure 17 shows the increase in turbulent dissipation rate ε

with the increase in cone angle. Furthermore, the conical height
decreases, the fluid in WNT is squeezed, and the internal-
external pressure difference in the WNT increases. As a result,
the turbulent dissipation rate ε and the turbulent kinetic energy
loss of the fluid both increase.
Effect of Spigot Diameter on the Flow Field.Awide range of

spigot diameters (20∼70 mm, in particular, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60,
and 70mm)was also studied. Figure 18 shows the static pressure
and velocity vector distribution of the WNT in z = 180 mm
under different spigot diameters: (a) static pressure (b) axial
velocity and (c) tangential velocity.
Figure 18a shows the decrease in static pressure in the flow

field with the increase in spigot diameter. In other words, with
the increase in spigot diameter, the length of the conical section
gradually diminishes, and the contact area between CUO and air
gradually increases, resulting in the decrease in internal-external
pressure difference in the WNT. Figure 18b shows the gradual

decrease in static pressure with the increase in spigot diameter.
The rising speed of the fluid slows down, the force on the fluid
decreases, and the fluid from CUO increases, resulting in the
decrease in the max and min axial velocities. Meanwhile, as
illustrated in Figure 18c, the tangential velocity distribution
under different spigot diameter settings is symmetrical. The
tangential velocity decreases to the minimum and then increases
from the wall to the center. The change in tangential velocity is
negligible when the spigot diameter is increased.
By taking Ø70 mm as an example, Figures 19 and 20 show the

distribution laws of turbulent kinetic energy k and intensity I in
combination with the distribution curve. Figure 21 shows the
turbulent dissipation rate ε under different spigot diameters.
As illustrated in Figures 19 and 20, the turbulent kinetic

energy k and intensity I first decrease and then increase with the
rise in spigot diameter, but their variation ranges are extremely
small. Furthermore, the contact area between the CUO and air
increases, eventually leading to a decrease in k and I. However,
when the spigot diameter is greater than 50mm, the contact area
between CUO and air further increases, and the air entering the
WNT further increases, causing k and I in the WNT to increase.
Then, k and I decrease from the cylinder to the cone and from
the wall to the center. The max k and I represent the area near
the inlet followed by the cylinder, whereas k and I in the cone are
the smallest. Figure 20b shows the coexisting medium and high
turbulence in the WNT.
As shown in Figure 21, the turbulent dissipation rate ε first

decreases and then increases with the increase in spigot
diameter, and it reaches the minimum when the spigot diameter
is 50 mm. With the further increase in spigot diameter, the ε
increases because of the influence of air, but the variation range
of ε is extremely small.

■ CONCLUSIONS
This study designed a new WNT to solve the problem of
depending only on a single gravity settlement of the thickener.
The reliability of simulation results was verified by means of
simulation (RSM and VOF models) and experiment (PIV).
Moreover, the pressure and velocity variation characteristics and
turbulent characteristics under different feed velocity, COO
diameter, cone angle, and spigot diameter settings were studied
to provide the basis for WNT optimization. The key results can
be summarized as follows.

(1) With the increase in feed velocity, the static pressure
increases, the axial, tangential, and radial velocities
decrease and then increase from the wall to the center,
and the axial velocity magnitude increases. The Ref order

Figure 17. Turbulent dissipation rate ε under different cone angles.

Figure 18. Static pressure and velocity vector distribution of the WNT in z = 180 mm under different spigot diameters ((a) static pressure, (b) axial
velocity, and (c) tangential velocity).
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of magnitude is 105∼106. The turbulent kinetic energy k,
intensity I, and turbulent dissipation rate ε all increase
significantly. k and I decrease from the cylinder to the
cone and from the wall to the center, and the max k and I
represent the area near the inlet. Low and medium
turbulence exists in the WNT from 0.6 to 1 m/s; low,
medium, and high turbulence coexist in the WNT greater
than 1 to 2 m/s; and medium and high turbulence exist in
the WNT greater than 2 to 5 m/s.

(2) With the increase in COO diameter, the static pressure
decreases, the max axial velocity decreases, and the
minimum axial velocity increases. The tangential velocity
gradually decreases to the minimum and then increases
from the wall to the center, and themin tangential velocity
increases. The turbulent kinetic energy k and turbulent
intensity I both increase. The variation ranges of k and I
are extremely small from Ø120 to Ø180 mm. k and I
gradually decrease from the cylinder to the cone and from
the wall to the center. The max k and I represent the area
near the inlet followed by the cylinder, and the min k and I
represent the cone. When the COO diameter is 200 mm,
k and I increase rapidly, the max k and I are transferred
from near the inlet to near the cylinder wall at the COO,
and the k and I near the wall decrease significantly. The
turbulent dissipation rate ε decreases with the increase in
COO diameter.

(3) With the increase in cone angle, the static pressure
increases, the max axial velocity decreases, and the min
axial velocity increases. The tangential velocity gradually
decreases to the minimum and then increases from the
wall to the center. The turbulent kinetic energy k and
intensity I both increase. k and I gradually decrease from
the cylinder to the cone and from the wall to the center.
The max k and I represent the area near the inlet followed
by the cylinder, and the min k and I represent the cone.

Figure 19. Turbulent kinetic energy k distribution under different spigot diameters ((a) Ø70 mm, (b) k distribution).

Figure 20. Turbulent intensity I distribution under different spigot diameters ((a) Ø70 mm, (b) I distribution).

Figure 21. Turbulent dissipation rate ε under different spigot
diameters.
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The turbulent dissipation rate ε increases with the rise in
cone angle.

(4) With the increase in spigot diameter, the static pressure
decreases, the axial velocity decreases, and the tangential
velocity decreases to the minimum and then increases
from the wall to the center. The turbulent kinetic energy k
and intensity I decrease and then increase, and they
decrease from the cylinder to the cone and from the wall
to the center. The max k and I represent the area near the
inlet followed by the cylinder, and the k and I in the cone
are the smallest. Furthermore, medium and high
turbulence exists in the WNT. The turbulent dissipation
rate decreases and then increases with the increase in
spigot diameter.
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